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A method is presented which, in theories with indefinite metric, excludes all nonphysical 
states from the initial and final states of the system. The method is applied to the Lee 
model and the scalar photon model. 

l. In a paper by Heisenberg1 it has been shown with 
the Lee model that a theory with an indefinite metric 
can give physically reasonable results if one adds to 
the initial states of the physical system a definite 
amplitude of the nonphysical states. This idea has 
been developed in a paper by Bogolyubov, Medvedev, 
and Polivanov, 2 who introduce the requirement that 
the amplitude of the nonphysical states be chosen in 
such a way that these states not be scattered (stand
ing-wave condition). The essential defect of the 
recipe developed in references 1 and 2 is that it ex
plicitly dispenses with macroscopic causality: the 
preparation of the initial state is dependent on the 
process to be studied. In the present paper a pro
·cedure is proposed which evidently does not have 
this disadvantage. 

We can explain the idea of the paper by the ex
ample of rotations in three-dimensional Euclidean 
space. We shall call the xy plane the physical 
space (Hilbert space I ) , and shall call the space 
which supplements this to make the full three-di
mensional space the nonphysical space (Hilbert 
space II). An arbitrary state is represented by a 
vector which starts at the origin. The manifold of 
vectors lying in the xy plane forms the manifold of 
physical states. The S matrix in the three-dimen
sional space is represented by a rotation of an ar
bitrary vector around a certain axis through a defi
nite angle. If the axis is perpendicular to the xy 
plane, the action of the S matrix does not carry 
vectors that lie in the xy plane out of this plane. 
This situation illustrates a quantum theory with a 
definite metric. In order, however, to escape from 
divergences one must renounce the orthogonality of 
the axis of the S matrix to the physical space. But 
then (see Fig. 1) the action of the S matrix ( S ro
tation) carries vectors out of the xy plane, and 
projections of vectors onto this plane are not con
served; the S matrix loses its physical meaning. 

Following Bogolyubov et al. 2 we can restore the 
physical meaning of the S matrix (i.e., conserve 
the length of the projection of a vector onto the xy 
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plane ) by choosing for each initial physical state a 
projection along the z axis such that this projec
tion is not changed in absolute value by the S ro
tation (Fig. 2). 

The transformation a - a' can be called the S 
matrix for the physical states. In this example we 
can clearly see the impossibility of a further rota
tion b' - b" without a redefinition of the "ghost" 
component of the state vector. 

The idea of the present work also consists of a 
transformation from S to another matrix S', but 
of a different form. We call the matrix 

S' = u-1su, {1) 

the S' matrix for the physical states; the matrix 
U produces a rotation of the xy plane into the 
plane perpendicular to the axis of S. It is easy to 
see that the matrix S' takes physical vectors into 
physical vectors with preservation of lengths 
(Fig. 3); the rotation U takes a into b, the ro
tation S takes b into b', and finally '£!-1 takes 
b' into a'. 

In the general case of an indefinite metric the 
matrix U is a pseudounitary matrix, which trans
forms the physical space into an invariant subspace 
of the matrix S isomorphic to the physical space. 
In other words, the matrix U produces a transfor
mation of the matrix S to a form in which the ma
trix elements between physical and nonphysical 
states are zero. Of course not every matrix S 
can be transformed to such a form. From the point 
of view used here, however, this means only that 
the only theories with indefinite metrics that can 

s 
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describe actual processes are those that are such 
that the transformation U exists. 

2. Let us find the equation determining the re
quired pseudounitary transformation for a given 
form of the S matrix. We find a subspace of 
states invariant under the transformation S and 
consisting of vectors of the form 

(2) 

where the upper row represents the projection onto 
the physical states, and the lower row the projec
tion onto the space of states supplementing the 
physical space to the whole space. The transfor
mation S takes the vectors (2) over into vectors 
of the same form: 

F+ = S11F_ + S12WF_, 

G+ = WF+ =S21 F_+S22WF_, 

where 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where P 1 and P 2 are operators of projection onto 
the state-spaces F and G. 

Thus the invariant subspace exists if there exists 
a solution of the equation 

If besides this the invariant subspace (2) is a 
space of vectors with positive norm, then by the 
pseudounitary transformation U related to W 
by the equation 

(6) 

w =- P2UP1 1 P2UP2 =- u21/ u22• (7) 

it can be transformed into a physical space iso
morphic to it, namely 

Then it can be verified that the transformation 

S' = usu+ (9) 

takes physical states into physical states. We shall 
call this transformation the actual S matrix. 

The equation (6) is a quadratic equation for the 
matrix W. It is hard to solve this equation, at least 
in the general case. In the present paper we succeed 
in finding the matrix elements of this matrix only 

for two simple examples - the scattering of a ® 
particle by a V particle in the Lee model, and the 
scattering of a "scalar photon" by an "electron" 
near the threshold of production of "ghost" states. 

3. Let us find the matrix U for the example o~ 
the Lee model. In the Lee model one has three par
ticles interacting according to the scheme 

V~N +8. 
Furthermore all the states separate into sectors 
( N + z®, V + ( z - 1) ®), which do not make tran
sitions to each other, so that they can be considered 
separately. We shall examine the case in which the 
V particle can exist in two different discrete states, 
one of which has a negative norm and is called a 
"ghost" state of the V particle. Repeating the cal
culation of Heisenberg (Sec. 3.1 of reference 1), 
we find that the function cp ( k) which describes 
the scattering of the ® particle in the momentum 
representation obeys the equation [ Eq. (68) of ref
erence 1] 

00 

h+ (E- <u) <p (w) = ~ K (w, w') cp (w') dw + Cfloi (w), (10) 

where 

K (w, w') =- _21 ---.---.-k-' .,...---,-- ~ ~' 
w+w'-E-iy V w 

and the function 'Poi depends on the initial ampli
tude of the state N + 2®. In what follows we shall 
for simplicity set 'Poi = 0. The remaining notations 
are taken from reference 1. The general solution 
of Eq. (10) has the form (apart from an arbitrary 
common factor ) 

(11) 

where wp,g = E - Ep,g; Ep and Eg are the ener
gies of the physical and ghost states of the V par
ticle. We consider the case Ep ¢ Eg. 

In the stationary theory the S matrix gives the 
connection between the asymptotic values of con
verging and diverging waves: 

<I\= S<t>_. 

If 4>+ and 4>_ can be represented in the form 

<P+=UF+, <P_=UF_, 

(12) 

(13) 

where F + and F _ are purely physical states and 
U is a pseudounitary transformation, then, rewrit
ing Eq. (12) in the form 

F+ = u-1SUF_, 

we get the new scattering matrix 

(14) 
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S' = u-1sU, (15) 

which obviously takes physical states into physica 
states and preserves the norm. We emphasize that 
from the point ·of view of the present idea the phys
ical scattering matrix is just the matrix (15), and 
the matrix (12) is an intermediate stage in the cal
culation, which is necessary if we wish to keep the 
old apparatus of the quantum field theory. 

The condition (13) means that for the determina
tion of the actual scattering we must choose from 
among all possible solutions of Eq. (10) those that 
are transformed by some pseudounitary transfor
mation u-1 into expressions that asymptotically 
do not contain any "ghost" states. 

Let us rewrite the function (11) in a form con
venient for the pseudounitary transformation. For 
this purpose we must recall that for the passage 
to the coordinate representation we have the fol
lowing correspondence: 

' (1 .k 1 .k) 0 (w - w ) -> (t) - ez of- - e-l of o o r r ' 

~ 1 ---+ w (~ etk,r) 
2ni "' - "'o - iy 0 r · 

With this in mind, we rewrite Eq. (11) in the 
form 

. ' 1 J w-wg-tY 

(16) 

(17) 

a'= Wp yV;;; b' c= XWg vv;; Vp = kplwp; Vg = kgjwg; 

X~= Wp V Vpg (w)x (w); X~=- Wg yV;;g (w)x (w); 

.(w-wp-iy)(w-wg-iy). 
g (w) = 27tt ) h+ (E , '(---+ 0. (18) (wp-"'g -w) 

The form (17) is convenient because the coeffi
cients of the square brackets give a direct idea of 
the fluxes of the converging and diverging waves 
in the coordinate representation. Writing the ex
pression in columns emphasizes the attribution to 
different states of the V particle (cf. reference 3). 
The desired pseudounitary transformation acts on 
the coefficients of the function (17) and can be rep
resented in the form of a two-rowed pseudounitary 
matrix: 

U = (eta. cosh 9 
e1Y sinh 9 

e'~ sinh 9) , ex_~_ + 0 = 0 (19) 
e'8 cosh 8 I 

We now look for the class of functions (17) which 

are taken by a transformation of the form (19) into 
purely physical states at large distances from the 
origin. This imposes on the amplitudes of the con
verging and diverging waves the conditions 

a'e1Y sinh 9 + b'e18 cosh9 = 0, (20) 

(a'+ x~) /Y sinh 9 +- (b' +- x~) e18 cosh 9 = 0. (21) 

From this we get 

X~ (wp) I a' =X~ (wg) I b' 

or xg (wp) x (wp) = - g (w_.) X (wg)· (22) 

Thus the class of solutions of Eq. (6) in which 
we are interested has the property that states with 
different states of the V particle are "scattered" 
in the same way. This still does not mean the ab
sence of scattering, since there is possible the in
elastic process 

V + 8---+ N + 28. 

The function (11) depends on one parameter x. 
Equation (22) can be regarded as an equation in the 
parameter x. Using the integral equation for x ( w), 

X (w) = K (w, wp) + xK (w, wg) 

_[ r K ( ') X (w') d ' 
1- ) w, w h+ (£ _ w') W , (23) 

we rewrite Eq. (22) in the form 

xg (wp) [ K (wp, wp) +- xK (wp, wg) 

, \K·( ') z(w';x) d '] 
T .) Wp, W h+ (£- w') W 

= - g (wg)[ K (wg, wp) -T- xK (wg, wg) 

+- \K( ') x(w';x) d '] ) Wg, w h;.(E-w') w . (24) 

By writing x ( w', x) we emphasize the parametric 
dependence of the solution of Eq. (23) on x. Find
ing x from Eq. (24), we can recover the form (19) 
of the matrix, using the condition (20) 

ei(y-8) tanh 9 = - xwg VVg 1 wp k· (25) 

This equation is solvable if 

(26) 

Thus we conclude that in the Lee model one can 
construct a scheme for calculating final physical 
states from initial physical states which preserves 
norms, if among the roots of the equation (24) there 
are values satisfying the condition (26). 

Accordingly, we have shown for the example of 
the Lee model that under certain conditions the 
program proposed in Section 1 is feasible. The 
example considered is, however, a weak one, since 
in it we deal only with a spherically symmetric, 
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i.e., a one-dimensional, problem. Therefore it is 
interesting to examine some other example closer 
to reality, for instance a model of the type of quan
tum electrodynamics. Such a model will be con
sidered in the next section. 

4. Let us now examine the model in which a 
spinor field ("electron") interacts with a real 
scalar field (the "scalar photon"): 

L = g: y (x) ;o (x) y (x) :, (27) 

where the interaction constant is taken to be small. 
A Green's function that falls off sufficiently 

rapidly can be obtained5 by supposing that the free 
field obeys an equation containing higher deriva
tives. For our illustrative purposes it is enough 
to consider the second-order equation 

(-i :x -m)(-i! -Mh(x)=O; M~m (28) 

a _JL a 
(here -a = I) T a p. ) , which leads to the Green's 

X J.L X 

function 

G (p) ~.1! (p- m) (p- M). (29) 

The second-quantized function 1/J (x) that leads 
to the Green's function (29) can be represented as 
the sum of two fields, one of which satisfies the 
usual commutation relations, and the other, simi
lar relations, but with the minus sign. This leads 
to the appearance of states with negative norm, 
which on physical grounds are not admissible. Thus 
this model can serve as a simple example of a the
ory with an indefinite metric, with which one can 
see the main features of any theory with an indefi
nite metric. 

When a scalar photon is scattered by an electron 
at energy higher than the threshold, nonphysical 
states can arise, with the electron in the mass 
state M, which has a negative norm. Therefore 
we must consider a state of the form 

f v~2 ~ dpdktpv (p, k) b:+ (p) a+ (k) ) 

<D = (27t)3 .

1 
1 O>. (30) 

~ ~ dqdxljl. (q, x) c:+ (q) a+ (x) 
!'-=1,2 

where I 0 > is the state function of the vacuum, 
a+ ( k) is the operator for creation of a scalar 
photon, 

[a- (k), a+ (k')L = o (k- k'), {31) 

bt+ { p) is the operator for creation of an electron 
in a state with rest mass m, 

[b; (p), b:+ (p')J+ = o!J..a (p- p'). (32) 

c~+ { q) is the operator for creation of an electron 

in a "ghost" state with rest mass M, 
"+ . • (c;(q), c~'- (q)]+= -o~'-.o(q-q). (33) 

We choose the amplitude of the initial physical 
state in the form 

'P• (p, k) = ovv,o (p ~ p0) o (k- k0). (34) 

The amplitudes of the "ghost" states are related 
to the physical states by the required matrix W 
of Eq. (7): 

lji!J. ( q, lt) = ~ ~ dpdk W !J.V ( q, x; p, k)tpv(p,k), (35) 
'\1=1,2 

Thus the initial state of the system has the form 

<I>_= (27t)3 

We shall examine the problem in the center-of
mass system, in which the total four-momentum 
of the system has the form 

P=Po+k0 =(E,O). (37) 

Confining ourselves to the second order of per
turbation theory, we write the ordinary S matrix 
in the form 

s = 1 + s<2> 

so that the final states will have the form 

where 

• ig• '1;1 \ + "+ F += (Zrc)• (27t)3 LJ j dp2dk2a (k2) b. (k2) 

•=1,2 

X [-1- --1 - u•<+> (P2) Q (mm) u•·<-> (Po) 
~ vzw;;-

- ~ \ dqodx0 
1 u•<+> (P2) Q (mM) U~'-•<-> (qo) 

!J.o=1,2 ) Y 2(o)z2Xo 

(38) 

(39) 

X W !J.,v,(qoxo; Poko)] o (P2 + k2- P) I 0); (40) 

G' ig• 3 "" (' d + "+ += (Zrc)• (27t) ~ j q2dx2a (x2) c~'- (q2) 

J.t=1,2 

x [ 1 V~'-<+> (q2) Q (Mm) u"'(Po) 
Y 2xz2(o)0 

- ~ \ dqodxo 1 U~'-<+> (q2) Q (MM) U~'-•<-> (qo) 
!1-,=1,2 j V 2x 22x0 

X W !J.,v, (qo, Xo; Po• ko)J 8 (q2 + xz- P) J 0). (41) 

Here Q is defined as 

Q = MJ1 (/1 + M) 

~~ <ti- M2) 

fi = Pt + kt = P2 + k2; 

+ Mtz<f. + M) . 
~~ (f~- M•) , 
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where the indices 1, 2 denote the initial and final 
states of the system in states with rest mass m 
or M for the electron. 

We look for a matrix W which has the property 
that simultaneously 

and 
G+= WF+. 

This gives us an equation for W: 

1 _ [jv-<+> Q (Mm) u"• 
V 2x22w0 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

We shall solve this quadratic equation for W near 
the threshold for creation of "ghosts," with the 
total energy of the system equal to 

E = M (1 + s), s~ 1. (46) 

We shall try to find W in the form 

W v-v(q~; pk) = D~'-<+> (q)wu•<->(p)o(q + x- p -k). (47) 

We have here to use the facts that 

x2 = x0 = x = Ms; ~ = ro0 = Cil = E j2, 

~ u·<-> u·<+> = <P + m) :::::;1.._: 
-1,2 2po E 

~ uv-<->uv-<+> = < C1 + M) :::::; <ro + 1) , 
v-~1,2 2qo 2 

Q (mm) ~ Q (mM):::::; Q (Mm) 

,_ (1 +Yo) -1 Js· Q(MM),..., 1 
"' 2Ms ' ' 

(48) 

We note that in Q ( Mm) we have dropped the 
term proportional to Pto because by the Dirac 
equation p1u (pt) = mu (pt). 

Equation (45) takes the form 

Q (Mm)-~ ~ dnxx2Q (MM) q02~0 M w 

- ~~ dnk,1 w P; Q(mm) 

r k~ P2 C1o + M + l dnk,dnxx2 T wE Q (mM) 2q;- w = 0. (49) 

In this equation the respective orders of magnitude 
of the terms are 

1 
-e· 

This means that w "" E -l/2• Keeping the main 
terms in Eq. (49), we get finally 

-./K cot y2 
Q(Mm) = V w-4r. 2 w 2 Q(mm). 

From this we get the solution 

w = 2 y2 I r.M2 VE. 
Thus the desired matrix W has the form 

w ILV(qx; pk) 

(50) 

2 V2 lj~-<<+> (q) uv<-> (p) o (q + x- P- k). (51) 
nM•Ve: 

This matrix produces a space of state vectors 
of the form 

These states have positive norm, since the am
plitude of the nonphysical states is small, 0 ( € 312). 

Therefore the operator U that takes purely phys
ical states over into states of the form (2) exists, 
and in the approximation in question has the form 

(53) 

In the opposite limit of very large energies 
( E » M), when the difference of the rest masses 
of the two states of the "electron" can be neglected, 
the vectors of the required invariant subspace (2) 
will be vectors of the form 

(54) 

i.e., vectors with zero norm. Therefore we may 
assume that in the general case M < E < oo these 
vectors will have positive norm, i.e., that for all 
energies the matrix U exists (it is obvious that 
for E < M we have U = 1 ) . 

5. In conclusion, let us examine the question of 
the causal property of the matrix S'. Here it is 
convenient to use the concept of the switching-on 
function g ( x). For the original S matrix 

S (g)= Texp {i ~ L (x) g (x) dx} (55) 

the causality condition can be written in the form 4 

(56) 

if G1 > G2, i.e., if the region in which g1 is dif
ferent from zero is located later in time than that 
where g2 is different from zero. Equation (6), 
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which defines the transformation U, was derived 
for the S' matrix with the interaction completely 
switched on, i.e., for g (x) = 1 for all x. In the 
case of incomplete switching-on of the interaction 
two ways of defining the matrix S' are possible: 

s· (g) = u+ s (g) u, 
S' (g)= u+ (g) S (g) U (g). 

(57) 
(58) 

For the first S' matrix the condition (56) is 
satisfied exactly, but this matrix does not contain 
transitions to nonphysical states only in the case 
in which g (x) = 1, at least in a macroscopically 
large region of four-space. For the second S' 
matrix Eq. (6) is taken to be satisfied for arbitrary 
g (x), i.e., it is exactly unitary with respect to 
physical transitions. On the other hand the causal
ity condition (56) is satisfied only for macroscopic
ally large regions with g ( x) = 1, for which one 
can with arbitrary accuracy replace U (g) by 
U ( 1 ) . Thus we come to the conclusion that it is 
necessary to give up one of the two fundamental 
properties of the scattering matrix; we must give 
up either microscopic causality or the exactly uni-

tary character of the matrix. It is important, how
ever, that in the large the matrix S' is both causal 
and unitary in both cases. 
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